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New approaches to software for 
statistical processing
This one-day seminar aims to explain and illustrate how advances in both data
structures and technology are starting to impact on statistical computing in its
many shapes and forms.

The day is divided into three modules. In the first introductory session we examine
how metadata structures have impacted upon statistical processing and look at
what can be achieved by adopting this technology. In the second, we’ll be looking
at how SPSS’s Dimensions Data Model has been adopted within the commercial
market research sector, and some of the challenges and benefits presented by it.
Finally, in the third section, we’ll be focusing on data dissemination and some of
the software tools now available.
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Telephone ..................................................................................................Email..............................................................................
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10.30–11.00 Coffee   

11.00–12.30 Session 1 

Introduction and welcome

Simon Musgrove (University of Essex)

New approaches to structuring data and

metadata in statistical systems, with

implications for usability and functionality

Jerome Sopocko (Askia)

Reusability of survey and questionnaire

designs. From design through to

dissemination 

Hans Rutjes (Desan Research Solutions)

Reusability of survey and questionnaire

designs  

12.30–13.30 Lunch 

13.30–15.00 Session 2 

This session looks at the practical side of

things like data entry and setting

everything up

Richard Kottler

The SPSS MR data model – why they

developed the system and issues

encountered along the way

John Lyon

How Data Model has benefited application

development and methods at ATP

Dave Bostock 

Using the SPSS MR data model at ISIS.

Benefits of automation with data model

15.00–15.30 Tea

15.30–17.00 Session 3 

Exchange and dissemination of data and

results

Speaker TBC

A talk on StatDataML - a data exchange

proposal now included in the R system

Ewan Hunter

GeneSpring and XML information exchange

Jostein Ryssevik (Nesstar Ltd)

Designing and building web-based

infrastructures for data sharing and

collaboration (with examples from

Nesstar)

17.00–17.30 Q&A session




